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INTRO
This End-User License Agreement is an agreement between you and Winston Type
Company. This Agreement governs the terms of use the Font Software and the
design of the Fonts embodied therein (collectively, “Fonts”), together with any
media, printed materials, electronic documentation, updates, add-ons, artwork,
web services and any other material that may be associated with the product now
or in the future. If you do not agree to the terms of this Agreement, do not
purchase, download, install, or use the Font Software. This agreement covers the
Desktop License.

NUMBER OF USERS
The maximum number of simultaneous users is specified at purchase and in your
receipt. All users must belong to the same company or household purchasing the
font.

ALLOWED USES
You may use the licensed fonts to create images on any surface such as
computers, paper, web pages, photographs, printed material, T-shirts, and other
surfaces where the image is a fixed size. You may use the licensed fonts to
create EPS files or other scalable drawings provided that such files are only
used by the household or company licensing the font.

COMMERCIAL ITEMS
You may use the Font Software for commercial items, in a limited range of
products specifically for small to medium brands and companies that sold 0-500
items per month. You are allow to create images on any surface such as
computers, papers, web pages, photographs, printed material, T-shirts, and other
surfaces where the image is a fixed size. You may use the licensed fonts to
create EPS files or other scalable drawings provided that such files are only
used by the household or company licensing the font.
You may not use the fonts for illegal purposes/products such as drugs, weapons,
pornographic items, or anything in that circle. Winston Type Company is not
responsible for the abuse of these fonts if there are violations committed by
users.

THIRD PARTIES
You may provide the licensed fonts to a graphic designer, printer, or other
service bureau that is working on your behalf only if they agree to use the font
exclusively for your work, agree to the terms of this license, and retain no
copies of the font on completion of the work. You may not provide the font or
make it accessible to any other third parties.

EMBEDDING
You may embed the licensed fonts into any document you send to third parties.
Such documents may be viewed and printed, provided that the recipients cannot
edit the type. You may not under any circumstances embed the licensed fonts into
software or hardware products in which the fonts will be used by the purchasers
of such products.

MODIFICATION
You may import characters from the font as graphical objects into a drawing
program and modify such graphical objects. You may not convert the licensed
fonts to any format. You may not modify, adapt, translate, reverse engineer,
decompile, disassemble, or create derivative works based on the licensed font
itself without Winston Type Company consent

RESTRICTIONS ON PRODUCTS
This License expressly prohibits the use of the Fonts Software in the creation
of alphabet products such as, but not limited to: house numbers, stamp sets,
rub-on letters, adhesive alphabet letters, alphabet punch and die sets or other
methods for use in making such products. Any such use requires the purchase of a
separate license.

COPYRIGHT
The font and the accompanying materials are copyrighted and contain proprietary
information and trade secrets belonging to the foundry owning the font.
Unauthorized copying of the Product even if modified, merged, or included with
other software, or of the written materials, is expressly forbidden. You may be
held legally responsible for any infringement of the foundry’s intellectual
property rights that is caused or encouraged by your failure to abide by the
terms of this Agreement.

TERMINATION
Winston Type Company has the right to terminate your license immediately if you
fail to comply with any term of this Agreement. Upon termination, you must
destroy the original and any copies of the Font Software and Documentation.
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